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mind like a magnesium flare. Sometimes, 
racing from page to page, I found myself 
close to tears. Other times I couldn’t 
help laughing. For instance: about half-
way through the book, the Spacewoman 
allows a younger coworker to seduce her 
during a slow interval in a planetary expe-
dition. “There is no more pleasing way of 
passing the odd half-hour when nothing 
more important is happening,” she says 
of the affair, a little wryly. Sex, in Mary’s 
world(s), is a recognized drive and a sanc-
tioned recreation: polyandrous, a bit talky, 
and free of life-impairing drama. It is not 
a passion. That, she reserves for her calling 
in “communication,” a blend of diplomacy 
and full-contact translation that supports 
knowledge exchange between humanity 
and alien civilizations. Chortling at Mary’s 
understated assessment of consensual sex 
as a harmless diversion, I realized I had at 
some point jettisoned my early addiction 
to novels involving romantic agon. Which 
made me feel . . . lighter. 

Lightness. It’s a Mitchisonian preoccu-
pation: getting women free of things that 
drag them down. Like, planetary gravity 
wells, humorless people, too many posses-
sions, rote forms of thought and self-ex-
pression. And in Mitchison’s universes, if 
you’re going to get free, you have to exper-
iment. You must do this with fierce dedi-
cation, and first and foremost on yourself.

There’s autobiographical resonance 
here. Mitchison was the daughter of the 
scientist John Scott Haldane, who delib-
erately chlorine-gassed himself and willing 
associates in a course of pulmonological 
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Two years ago, Naomi Mitchison’s 1962 sci-
ence fiction novel, Memoirs of a Spacewoman, 
ended up in my reading stack because a 
friend had spoken highly of Mitchison’s 
1952 feminist fable, Travel Light. Beginning 
to investigate, I discovered I liked the ear-
lier book, and so went back for more—of 
the same, or similar, I expected. But Travel 
Light’s inventively dispassionate third-per-
son narrative did not in any way prepare 
me for the inventively passionate first-per-
son narrative of Spacewoman. 

The novel is set in an age of space 
exploration that succeeds our own. It’s 
voiced with workaday confidence by its 
protagonist, Mary, a professional extra-
terrestrial “communicator” who’s looking 
back midcareer with the sense that it’s all 
been interesting enough to document. Her 
account of her life and times ignited in my 
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flesh with their beloved and demanding 
presence: as that reader, ah, this is a novel 
in a million. It envisions a future world 
where there’s no conflict between presti-
gious, useful, risky research “explorations” 
and the deeply internal, equally risky pro-
cess of gestation. No professional oppor-
tunity cost to motherhood, but rather 
heroic acclaim and rational satisfaction. 
How could I not love this novel? How 
could it not make me want to cry? 

By the time the Spacewoman decides 
to record her story she has given birth 
to four genetically orthodox children by 
three different fathers. She also has a 
haploid daughter, Viola, conceived when 
an unusually intense session of commu-
nication with a Martian colleague causes 
Mary to self-fertilize. (None of this is a 
problem for the Spacewoman’s off-world 
work because while a mother is expected 
to spend a year with a new baby on Earth 
in order to “stabilize” it, the child is then 
handed over to a peer-focused educational 
collective for raising.) Additionally, Mary 
participates in organized experiments with 
alien “grafts,” pieces of immunologically 
neutral live tissue discovered on an iso-
lated planet and brought to Earth for fur-
ther investigation. Twice, Mary allows a 
graft to attach to her body and grow, hop-
ing to learn if it possesses consciousness 
in its mature form. These efforts do not 
result in surviving offspring, but do pro-
duce a heightened, dangerous version of 
pregnancy’s hormonal wizardry—all very 
strange to our lucid, sensible Spacewoman. 
“Gradually I began to fuss in a way that 

study that produced the first protective 
respiratory masks for World War I–era 
British troops. She was also a longtime 
friend of Aldous Huxley, speculative writer 
and mescaline taker extraordinaire, whose 
work is echoed when the Spacewoman has 
difficulty resuming human thought pat-
terns after an extended period of com-
munication with starfish-like aliens. “I 
began to get the feeling,” Mary tells us, 
with remembered concern, “that what was 
happening to me was on a par with what 
happens under the action of some of the 
hallucinogens, when the nature of percep-
tion is taken apart.” But setting aside the 
question of how the men in Mitchison’s 
life may or may not make altered appear-
ances in her fiction, it is an unquestionable 
fact that most if not all of the novel’s sci-
entific, investigative energy is directed at 
female biological experience. The greatest 
adventures of the novel, the plot-episodes 
that have the most impact on Mary for 
better and worse, are fearless experiments 
in parturition.  

That’s right. Memoirs is a space opera 
as told by a woman’s body. In a way, you 
could say this is a book about exploring 
the universe with your uterus. Which is not 
a summary that would have appealed to me 
in my twenties, when I hadn’t yet realized 
how much the possession of that partic-
ular organ can affect one’s entire experi-
ence. But as a readerly, writerly mother in 
her forties who has struggled to continue 
gathering and producing bookish sorts of 
knowledge while also helping to raise chil-
dren who alter her mind, her days, and her 
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Why do some writers achieve success in 
translation, while others are relegated to 
oblivion? Is it a question of merit or 
chance?

Consider the case of Yiddish writer 
Jacob Dinezon, whose book Memories and 
Scenes only recently, in 2014, became his 
first work to be translated into English. 

Though he’s far less well known today, 
Dinezon was once one of the best-selling 
writers in Yiddish, a precursor and men-
tor to such landmark writers as I. L. Peretz, 
next to whom he was buried, and Sholem 
Aleichem, whose stories inspired the musi-
cal Fiddler on the Roof. Upon Dinezon’s death 
in 1919, thousands of mourners swarmed 
his home and then formed a funeral proces-
sion in the streets of Warsaw.

Though I’m a fan of Yiddish writ-
ers ranging from Aleichem and Peretz to 

was not at all normal to me, and that 
clearly surprised my scientific colleagues,” 
she relates of the first graft attempt. With 
the second her reaction is more drastic, 
and her personality and behavior alter in 
alarming ways. Pregnancy: the original hal-
lucinogen. You can stick that in your pipe 
and smoke it, Huxley!

Over the course of Memoirs Mary sees, 
discovers, and creates wonders. I won’t lie: 
I envy her some of the benefits of Mitchi-
son’s world building. But far beyond that, 
I am grateful to have read such an uncom-
promising depiction of women as fear-
less, habitual explorers of the biological 
unknown, whether on distant worlds or 
within their own bodies. Mitchison, splen-
didly, makes certain to tell us she knows 
these explorations come at a cost, that, if 
we have undertaken them, we have been 
changed. “I suppose one of the things 
which one finds it hardest to take,” Mary 
says early on, of her work but also of her 
children, “is that one must develop a sta-
ble personality and yet that inevitably it 
will be altered by the other forms of life 
with which one will be in communication, 
and that these bio-psychical alterations 
must be accepted.” Indeed. If meeting the 
Spacewoman has altered me, however, I 
feel it can only be for the better.


